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This is the first magazine issue for this year. It's fall-
themed and has segments such as an interview
with our principal, Ms. Escobar, articles about
Halloween, fall drawings and doodles by our club's
artists, and a bunch more! 

Thank you to the following people for helping out
and submitting content for this issue:

Adriana Chambers, Ashley Gamboa, Amelia Kodithuwakku,
Emi Nakanishi, Jordyn Goh, Leela Ramanathan, Madeline
Mendoza, Peyton Belonia, Shreya Shete, and Ms. Sarrazin.

welcome to this issue



Travel with friends.

Make sure there are people around you.

Never go into someone's house.

Trick-or-treating has become one of the most iconic
Halloween traditions, especially popular among
younger audiences. Being held at nighttime, it can be
a dangerous activity if one is not aware of their
surroundings. Here are some safety precautions that
can help you keep yourself safe!

So you are with people you can trust! It doesn’t hurt
to travel with an adult either! 

If something goes wrong, you can alert the people
around you, who will either come help you or call
for help.

They could have a shady background and ill
intentions.



Stay out of the road.

Only knock on the doors of houses that
have lights on.

Bring an item that will light up the night.

This makes sure nothing in the road can hit
you and you aren’t getting in anyone’s way.

It is courteous to the people who don’t celebrate,
aren’t home, or don’t feel well; it might prevent a
run in with an angry neighbor!

As trick or treating takes place at night, it would help
with seeing where you are going, if the streetlights
are dim or you can’t recognize your surroundings.

Staying safe is important, so make sure to spread the
word. Try to implement these even in your everyday
life! 





Halloween is a lot of people’s favorite holiday. It often involves trick-or-
treating, wearing scary costumes, carving Jack-o’-Lanterns, and more.
Originally, ‘Halloween’ was ‘All Hallows Eve’, which is the night prior to ‘All
Hallows Day’ or ‘All Saints Day’. This time was set aside by the Catholic
Church to honor those who were considered saints, having lived exemplary
lives.

Soon, All Saints Day began to incorporate traditions of the Celtic festival,
Samhain. This festival was a pagan religious celebration to welcome the end-
of-summer harvest. The Celts celebrated Samhain by lighting bonfires and
dressing up in costumes to ward off ghosts. Eventually, these traditions
made their way into shaping modern-day Halloween celebrations. 

Trick-or-Treating

There is quite a bit of debate around the origins of trick-or-treating, but
there are a few theories deemed as plausible. 

One of these theories suggests that during Samhain, Celtic people would
leave food out to appease spirits traveling at night. Over time, people began
to dress as these beings in exchange for offerings of food and drink. 

origins of
HALLOWEEN TRADITIONS



Carving Jack-o’-Lanterns

Carving Jack-o’-Lanterns is a tradition that stems from Ireland. Originally,
people carved turnips, rather than pumpkins. 

Jack-o’-Lanterns are based on a legend about a man named Stingy Jack
who repeatedly trapped the Devil and only let him go on the condition that
Jack would never go to Hell. But when Jack died, he learned that Heaven did
not accept his soul either. Therefore, he was forced to wander the Earth as a
ghost for eternity. The Devil gave Jack a hot lump of coal in a carved-out
turnip to light his way. Locals eventually began carving scary faces into their
own turnips to frighten away evil spirits. 

Bobbing for Apples

The game of bobbing for apples has been a staple at Halloween parties for
many years. However, the origins of this tradition were rooted more in love
and romance. 

The game traces back to a courting ritual that was part of a Roman festival
honoring the goddess of agriculture, Pomona. While multiple versions
existed, generally young men and women bobbed for apples to be able to
predict their future relationships.

Today Halloween is seen as a very American holiday. However, it’s rooted in
many different time periods and cultures from around the world.

by shreya shete



Peyton: "Compared to last year, students have
been using their phones a lot less. Do you think
it’s because of the PMD policy or just because
students recognized that phones are a
distraction?"

Ms. Escobar: "Because of the PMD policy. Students
are more focused on their academics and realize
how distracting phones were last year." 

Peyton: "Last year in advisory, we talked about
anti-racism and students thought that it was
helping us understand each other better. Why
aren’t we talking about it this year?"

Ms. Escobar: "We never stop talking about and
working towards being anti racist and. anti bias.
This year our focus on equity is through the lens
of our restorative practices and unconditional
positive regard."



Peyton: "Are you aware of the student conflicts
and how do you solve the conflicts?"

Ms. Escobar: "Conflict among peers is natural. Our
goal is to support students to find solutions
before the conflict escalates. Our counselors,
admin, and staff are focusing on using restorative
practices and circles to help students process
conflict with peers.”

Peyton: "What is one reason you can think of that
causes students to not get to their classes on
time?"

Ms. Escobar: "Wandering in the halls. We know it’s
hard for students to get to class on time but it is
really important for students to be punctual. This
helps students start the class off right and not
miss instruction. Being late causes stress for
students because they may not know what's going
on in class.”



Peyton: "What challenges come with being
Principal of a middle school?"

Ms. Escobar: "It’s a big responsibility because I
have to balance everyone's safety with ensuring
that we have strong instructional opportunities
for students, not to mention I believe middle
school should be fun.”

Peyton: "What did you do before coming to NMS?"

Ms. Escobar: "I was Assistant Principal at Shady
Grove Middle School.”

Peyton: "Why did you decide to become a
principal?"

Ms. Escobar: "I have worked with so many great
principals that served as models for me, and I
love working with kids." 



Peyton: "What is a club you would’ve probably
participated in at Neelsville?"

Ms. Escobar: "I would have gone back in time to
my 12 year old self and told them to try out for
cheerleading."

Peyton: "How is Neelsville different from your
previous school?"

Ms. Escobar: "Neelsville is larger and I have
worked with many kids in the past, but Neelsville
kids are special. I love working here.”

Peyton: "What are your future plans for improving
Neelsville?"

Ms. Escobar: "My goal is to strengthen our
academic program so that every student leaves
Neelsville prepared to do anything they would
like. I know this is the staff’s goal too."



Stuck on what to be for Halloween? Here are
some easy costume ideas you can put
together with what you have at home! 

Lumberjack: Flannel shirt + dark jeans + hiking or combat
boots

Angel: Frilly white shirt + skirt or short white dress

Vampire: A set of vampire teeth + any black clothing items

Tourist: Hawaiian print shirt + khaki or jean shorts + fanny
pack, selfie stick

Retro Girl: Bright off-shoulder shirt + bellbottoms + white
sneakers

Ghost: A white sheet + holes to see through

easy last-minute
HALLOWEEN 

costumes



BY ASHLEY GAMBOA





Interims have passed, and now the end of quarter
one is approaching. Make sure to check Synergy for
missing assignments, and assignments that can be
made up.

If you're missing an assignment, it will either be shown
as missing or as a 50% score. This is dependent on
how your teacher marks things in the grade book. 

However, if it's the score you got on that assignment,
make sure to ask your teacher if it can be made up. It
can really improve your grade! 

Remember, assignments marked "All Tasks /
Assessments" are worth 90% of your grade. Be sure
to prioritize assignments marked with this
assignment type. "Practice / Preparation"
assignments are only worth the remaining 10%. 

turn in your
ASSIGNMENTS

(for interim incentives)



Even if you have several assignments marked with
"Practice / Preparation" at 100%, getting a low score on
an "All Tasks / Assessments" assignment, will drop your
grade a letter or more down. 

It depends on how many assignments are graded
overall, but keep in mind that All tasks / Assessments"
are extensive, important parts of your grade!

There is going to be an Incentive Party after the first,
second, and third marking periods. In order to
participate in the Incentive Party, you must achieve
honor roll. To do this, you must have all A's or B's with
only one C. 

Try to aim for a higher grade than the honor roll
requirement! Check your grades regularly, and check in
with your teachers when something doesn't look right.
Earn the Incentive Party!

by emi nakanishi



BY JORDYN GOH



We hope you enjoyed the first issue of this year's
NMS Magazine. Stay tuned for our next one.

Once again, thanks to the people below for
assisting with this issue:

Adriana Chambers, Ashley Gamboa, Amelia Kodithuwakku,
Emi Nakanishi, Jordyn Goh, Leela Ramanathan, Madeline
Mendoza, Peyton Belonia, Shreya Shete, and Ms. Sarrazin. 

thanks for reading
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